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Condition

with the New Vorsis HD -P3

What t..
A four -band pa-ametric equalizer seeing a three -band limiter

with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD -F3 inc udes a variable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital oLtpu:s (one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay., plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and a signal de-correlator to optimize bass contant All this controlled
by an ethernet proto:ol compute- iater'ace that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from yjur office or irternet Lased Iccations.

P9r:
Processing for your new HC s gnat, improving your existing FM

or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
a standalone HD processor or a realtime DJ monitor feed-and
finally-a KILLER studio productiDr tocl.
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"PERFORMANCE WITH OVERDRIVE"

It's What's Next in Processing
a division of Wheatstone Copyright& 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation



Harris The ONE choice for end -to -end radio solutions.

ZXTM Series
FM tn-mode transmitters featuring

multiple PA modules and power

supplies for maximum redundancy.

When used with the FlexStar ' HDx

Exciter, the ZX Series can operate

in either digital only or FM/FM-HD.

ZX transmitters are available from

500 W to 3500 W.

Fin Radio Ica raclerrmrk of iniquity Not!al Coqxnatton.

FlexStar'"
HDx Exciter brings HD Radio ` and

analog audio to a new level. Fea-

turing real-time adaptive correction

for increased power and efficiency

and the latest iBiquity platform in

HD Radio ' -Exgine -HDx Exciter

unlocks new revenue streams.

Destiny- 3DX-50
Highly 2fficient, mecium-wEve

transmitter, and the latest in the

farrily of world -class digital

AM transmitters. Fully compatible

with HD Radio and DRvI. Ha ris

AM transmitters are avalable from

1 kW to MW.

PR&E NetWaveTM
Modular, network -enabled, high-

performance radio broadcast con-

sole packed with features that

are perfect for small to medium

studios. Share all your studio

resources throughout the facility

with the Harris VistaMax audio

management system.

From AM/FM and HD Radio- and DRM transmission to program audio transport to consoles to broadcast
studios - Harris offers you the best products and systems in the business backed by outstanding
customer service.

For more information visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio, call +1 800 622 0022 or broadcastsales@harris.com.

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.

Ruins Operations Media Management  Newsrooms & Editing Core Processing Channel Release Media Transport  TRANSMISSION
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Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
- Christian Vang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

Get

"The codecs sounded grew.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"

- Grady Jeffreys.
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications

WAN ell/C/0111

Free demo codecs delivered

www.tieline.com

your

5555 .

"The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"

- Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis

door Now!!

800l9500150

'Compatible with Comrex Matnx Blue Vector POTS Codecs Comrex fa a registered trademark of Comrex corporat.or,
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CONTENTS ONLINE Rain()
Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

FCC Clarifies Dual Antenna Hybrid Operation Notification Procedures
In response to several inquiries from the public, the FCC issued a public notice to clarify the notification procedures for sta-
tions currently operating with dual antenna systems under special temporary authorization (STA).

SBE Organizes Next -generation EAS Meeting
The Washington, DC, meeting was to discuss the next generation of public alerting. Attendees included the SBE, the FCC,
FEMA, NOM, the NAB and NASBA.

HD Digital Radio Alliance Renews Charter
The group's charter has been renewed for a third year. The new charter also revises the method that partner stations use to
select multicast formats.

Broadcast Electronics Recognizes Larry Cervon
At the Oct. 26 recognition, Broadcast Electronics dedicated a commemorative plaque to Cervon to mark the 30 -year an-
niversary of BE's move to Quincy.

Gepco Adds New York Warehouse
The 5,000 -square -foot space is located in Chestnut Ridge, NY, and will stock all of Gepco's current cabling and connectiv-
ity systems.

APT Announces Licensing Agreement with SAS
In addition to SAS licensing Apt -x, the deal involves joint development to ensure interoperability of routing, console and
codec equipment worldwide.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2007.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by December 10.
Send your entry to

radio@RadioMagOnline.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

rnwsanmo
BROADCASTING

www.transaudiogroup.com
No purchase necessary.

For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

Ibiquity Updates Retail Training Website
The retail sales training website hdradiouniversity.com has
been relaunched to educate retail sales people selling HD
Radio products across the United States.

Site Features
We Have Podcasts

Each week we upload the Currents Podcast. You can also
access other podcasts with industry interviews and in-depth
information from Radio magazine.

Popular Downloads
A new feature, we have included links to the most popular
articles and sections of the Radio magazine website.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
Stay up-to-date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

Advertiser Links
Access Web links to the advertisers in this and every issue.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences. Update your calendar from
ours, and tell us about events that should be included.
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"The real time, dynamic revenue
and inventory reports are
amazing. The Morning Edge
report allows us to be on top of
our business with the very latest

information every single day. "

- Jason Mann, Vice -President
Vista Radio Group

WIDE ORBIT

ADVERTISING INFRASTRUCTURE SOFTWARE

www.wideorbit.com

vvo WO TRAFFIC FOR RADIO

Not simply a software solution,

but an investment
in your future.

The future, now:

WOTRAFFIC FOR RADIO is a complete research, proposal,

sales, traffic and billing solution fully equipped for:

El, EDI, HD radio

Accurate avails, real time inventory,
remote access, corporate roll -up

Podcasts, internet and NTR revenue streams

We are investing in your business:

WIDEORBIT will reinvest S2OMM in 2007 to help make

broadcasters more efficient and MORE PROFITABLE.

For more information or to see a demo anytime contact:
Mike Zinsmeister, Vice President Sales

1.404.378.3381 I mikezawideorbit.com

1007 WideOrbit Inc MI rights rew,
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Out of mind,
but not out of sight

As the year winds down, we start looking ahead and wondering what
we might expect. In keeping with this, in October, the Consumer Elec-
tronics Association released the 2008 version of its annual report titled

Five Technologies to Watch. The title is somewhat misleading because it doesn't
focus on five defined technologies, but rather broader strokes. Otherwise, it's
an interesting overview of consumer interest and intent. In addition to radio, the
report also looks at GPS and software as technologies to watch.

The section on radio begins with an overview of the state of radio broadcasting
and includes terrestrial, Internet and satellite in its coverage. The report touches

on music download services in this section, but
does not count them as forms of radio because
they require the listener to pull the content rather
than the content being pushed to the listener. That's
a valid point, and one that I have made before,
but while media players may not be considered
forms of radio, they obviously take a portion of
the potential listening audience away from the
radio services.

Digging into the meat of the section, the report
provides various statistics about listening habits
and advertising trends. Overall, the CEA offers
a fair assessment of radio in general, but there
were two questions that really stood out.

Twice consumers were asked, "Why do you
listen to radio?" The first time it was asked, the
question was unaided. Respondents could reply
with any answer. The second time the question
was asked, possible responses were given. Any
researcher will tell you that the way a question
is asked is as important as the goal of the ques-
tion, and this scenario follows that. The same
question provided very different results in these
two instances.

In the second case, by providing possible
answers, the survey question did not actually
answer the question why someone listens to the
radio, but rather, the aided -response question re-
ally defines the features that listeners would miss
if those features were taken away.

Two responses have a huge disparity between

What's your opinion? Send it to
radio@RadioMagOnline. corn

the results. In the aided response question, the
top two answers were that consumers listen to

the radio because it is always available and it is

free. This is a pat on the back for radio, and the
NAB has been touting these features of terrestrial
radio for some time.

What's embarrassing is that when the question is
asked with unaided response, these two answers
fall to the bottom of the list. Convenience only
scored 3 percent, and being free only scored 1

percent. What does that tell us?
The common top reason for listening in both

surveys deals with content. Unaided says content
specifically, while aided falls into the local info
and likely the live/current response. We already
know that content is king, and this obviously
confirms that belief.

Out of curiosity, I read the 2007 edition (pub-
lished in 20061 of this report to see if similar
information was available. It was not, but I found
another survey that was truly alarming.

Another survey asked consumers to rank the most
important technology today and in five years.
Computers scored well, as did cell phones and
TV. Radio, however, has a problem. Radio only
scored 1 percent for importance in 2006, and the
predicted importance in 2011 was zero. Media
players at least held their 1 percent ranking for
2006 and 2011.

So what is radio's future? It has survived nearly
100 years so far. It will likely survive in some
form for many years to come. While radio has a
certain importance to consumers, it appears that
it is not top -of -mind in importance anymore. Radio

continues to be overshadowed by other technolo-
gies, but it's still holding a subliminal space.

Read the entire CEA report at radiornagonline.com/
media/2007/1107/5trends2008.pdf
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Meet Another Real -World Super Hero...
Eroadcasting a bye Phoenix radio program from out to sea woulc be challenginc for
even the most seasoned veterans. Not for Attorney ant Certil6ed Financial Dianne'
:and world traveler) Keith DeGreen. Keith is shown here using the Comrex ACCESS
:artable as he and his ship, The Global Adventure, approach Koror Harbor In The
:-_epublic of Palau -450 miles east of the Philippines and 7,200 miles from Phoenix'

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-F, 3G cAlular, satellite,
LOTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with
'Matrix, Vector and Bluebax)-plus some services you may no: hove even heard .Dt
given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCES5. will
'erform in real time over most available IP connections.

:ontoct Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a Real -World
Super Hero-wherever you ore!

4:eith has been broadcasting his radio program, a unique mix of persona, finance, ecarxxrics,
Witics, and real -hie "extreme broadcast' ng" adventure for I9 years u&ten live 8-1 !AM
Evnday mornings AZ time on NewsTaik 550, KFYI, cr catch keith's crchued shows, and
gnjoy the amazing videos, photos and blogs of his open-ended 'nxinc-t6e-worldiouraey

his website, wwivthegiobakxiventure.corn.

111111111Wir

Keith DeGreen says:
"Whether I'm a thousand

miles out to sea, visieng

unusual ports of cat: or
exploring remote
inland places, my
Comrex ACCESS

Portable empowers

me to project a
broadcast -quality

back home at alayti ne
from virtually anywhere."

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.camrex.com  e-mail: info@comnreccom
19 Pine Roac, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717



RF ENGINEERING

RF filters

vvvwv.RadloMagOnlinacom

By John Batson,
P.E., technical editor, RF

Sometimes it seems as though radio -engineering work is very involved with
filters of one kind or another. Actually this is not so far-fetched. When you
think about our radio equipment, the widespread use of filters is easily

understood. The science of broadcasting depends on the correct passage of
various frequencies through differing pieces of equipment. Some frequencies are
in the audio range and others are in the RF domain.

The physically smaller, and usually lower power, audio frequency (AF) filter imme-
diately comes to mind - especially to the audio aficionado. But mention filters to an
RF engineer and he immediately thinks in terms of kilowatts and much larger physical

size. And that dreaded word "interference."
As a matter of fact, the topic of RF filters can

become quite esoteric when the whole gamut
of the field is considered. Filter consistency and
construction can vary from a small collection of
capacitors and inductances through quartz crystals
and electromechanical combinations of garnet and
yttrium such as are used in microwave operation,
to tuned cavity filters that are often used in VHF
and UHF operations. The major concern of most
engineers in the radio broadcast field is with simple
L, Tee and P networks and sometimes with acceptor

or drain series networks. The Ls
and tees are usually the last filters
in the station's RF network and
are used to match the transmitter
output to the antenna.
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Silver-plated wire
When a radio engineer speaks

of an RF filter, many of us tend
to visualize a sturdy coil of silver-
plated copper tubing and a few
physically large capacitors.

This is especially true of engi-
neers who are fortunate enough
to be involved with transmitters.
In this area of radio engineer-
ing, where heavy currents are
frequently handled and skin effect

losses are important, it is usual
to silver -plate the comparatively
large diameter copper tubing
used. To further reduce losses,
as well as improve stability, this
process is frequently extended to
silver-plating the flat copper straps

Filter characteristics
of a Bessel low-pass
(top); Chebyshev group
delay (middle); and
Butterworth (bottom).

used for interconnections in antenna tuning units
(ATU) and phosors, it also reduces FR losses.

At the other end of the scale we find that RF
filters used in such devices as radio receivers and
simi'ar low -power devices tend to use smaller
gauge insulated copper wires and quite small
physically, molded capacitors. In some cases,
although less frequently these days, multi -stranded,

very small gauge, insulated Litzendraht wire is
used in inductors to reduce losses. In the audio
field we can find an interesting similarity between
radio tuners and loudspeakers.

Tuners and loudspeakers
The combination of the loudspeaker cone, sur-

round, voice coil and centering spider form the
mechanical equivalent of a parallel resonant tuned
circuit. At the bass resonance frequency of the
combination, the impedance of the voice coil rises
to maximum and a VTVM connected across the
voice coil peaks at the resonant frequency.

Looking at a schematic diagram of a receiver with

a variable capacitor connected in parallel with on
inductor, the similarity to an ATU may not be im-
mediately apparent. However further consideration
reveals that a parallel resonant circuit of an inductor
and capacitor presents a high impedance circuit
across which, at resonance, maximum voltage is
being developed. This of course constitutes the
tunirg device in many radio receivers.

In the case of the ATU the combinations of L
and C develop a network of impedances that
matches the tower base operating impedance to
the transmission line. In each case the filter operates

because it is tuned to the frequency of interest and
it only performs as designed at this one frequency.
In effect it becomes a tuned transformer.

As the science of radio developed, the field of
filters expanded considerably and a number of
brilliant engineers gave their names to the specific
type of filter that they designed. Some names as-
sociated with filters include, Bessel, Butterworth
and Chebyshev (characteristics shown at left).

High- and low-pass
In the radio broadcast field, where the required

pass or reject bandwidths are narrower and mea-
sured in kilohertz and megahertz, we generally find
that the simple high-pass, low-pass and bandpass
filters take care of most of our needs.

Sometimes an additional type of filter is required
and is often referred to as a stop -band filter. This

10 November 2007



Able to leap tall buildings?

No distance or line -of -

sight restriction makes

Starlink SL9003T1 the
ideal choice for STL/TSL

and intercity links.

Starlink T1 's
bidirectional high capacity

significantly reduces

communications costs

compared to discrete audio,

telephone and data circuits.

And Starlink's
uncompressed digital

audio will stand out

above your competition.

STL over any distance or terrain...
 Moseley Starlink T1

0:0 IIIIIRES101

Call the digital STL experts today.

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621

Bill Gould 978.373.6303
www.moseleysb.com

HD RadioTM and Multicasting

Transmitter remote control

RBDS data

Telephone extension

IP-based equipment control

Internet and e-mail connection
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function is occasionally necessary when a strong
signal on a critical frequency is received from a
close -by transmitter. Internal cross modulation occurs

in a final stage because the unwanted signal enters
via the antenna and output coupling circuits and
becomes a modulating signal in the final tube or
transistor. Once again the simple parallel resonant
circuit provides high impedance to the unwanted
signal at resonance. The desired transmitter carrier is

passed without loss and a series resonant drain circuit

bypasses the unwanted cross modulating signal to
ground through its very low impedance path.

In the case of a multiplex antenna system driven
by more than one transmitter with different frequen-
cies, drain and reject filters are required for each
individual transmitter frequency.

Most station engineers are confronted by RF filters
whose purpose and functions are clearly known
and somewhat obvious. Occasionally a piece of
equipment is found in an area, or circuit, without
any apparent reason for its being there and lacking
paperwork and information. Absent the availability
of information concerning the purpose of such a filter
it is often possible to obtain an idea of its purpose
by drawing out the circuit and trying to determine
its function based on filter knowledge.

Soi-,times if 4-, film -

is low or high-pass by remembering the effect
of inductor and capacitor characteristics. For

example a filter in which an inductor is in series
with the input with a capacity to ground the filter
will pass more low frequencies. This is based
on the fact that as frequency increases, induc-
tor impedance increases, so lower frequencies
are passed. This is known as a low-pass filter.
In the same way, if there is a capacitor in the
input circuit and an inductor to ground, higher
frequencies will be passed on more easily than
lower frequencies. The resulting characteristic is
known as a high-pass filter.

In brief, these filters take advantage of the
frequency characteristic of capacitors and induc-
tances. A capacitor passes higher frequencies and
tends to attenuate lower ones as its impedance
decreases with frequency. That's one reason larger
capacitors are used for inter -stage audio coupling.
An inductance has the reverse effect.

Contrarily, if there is an inductance in the input
to the filter with a capacity to ground, the L and
C characteristics will pass lower frequencies while
shunting high frequencies to ground. Such a filter
is known as a low-pass filter.

E-mail Batt!, '

Service and Pricing you can Count On!

1967
First Orbon product sold to ale41111.

o stereo synthesizer sold to WOR is  ' 0 -

&aro crl ne 2007
SCMS acquires assets of

Major Broadcast
Equipment Supplier

2005
Orban Optimod 8500 Third Generation

of Digital Processing is released and
takes audio processing to a new level of

industry setting standard

2000
Orban Optimod 8400 Second Generation

of Digital Processing is released to immediate great
reviews and becomes the new industry standard.

Orban Inc. is purchased by CRL from Harman International.
to http://www.orban.com/aboutitimeline/ for a full look at Dims time,

Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central- 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast. 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South -Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
North Central: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Leffler
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein
Latin America: 1-760- 650-1427 Lily Massari

1975
OPTIMOD 8000 audio processor

roduced for the new FM format.
Bob Orbon and partner, John

Delantoni, set up Orban Associates
as a privately held company.

1976'
SCMS founded by

Bob Couthen

1991
Orbon leads the tit:: : io digital
with the first succe ui DSP-based

FM audio processor, OPTIMOD-FM 8200.
Thousands on air around the world.

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices

to discuss your needs
1-800-438-6040
Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy

HQ in Pineville, NC

www.SCMSinc.com
uo to
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Feature packed.
(kind of like our ads.)

Go (con)f igure The folks at MPR say they really love being able to configure and administer an entire building full

of consoles and routing equipment from the comfort of their own offices. Put an Internet gateway in your Asia network and you

can even log into Element for any other part of an Axia system) remotely from home, where there's plenty of Cheetos and Pepsi.

Great for handling those 6 P.M. Sunday 'help mci' phone calls from the new weekend roc k.

s Perfect tieing You can't have too much

time. That's why Element's control display contains four

different chronometers a digital time -of -day readout

that you can slave to an NTP (Network Time Protocol)

server. an elapsed -time event timer, an adjustable count-

down timer.. and there's also that big. honkin' analog clock

in the center of the screen (Big Ben chimes not included).

Black velvet Some things just

feel right. Like our premium, silky -smooth

conductive plastic faders and aircraft qual-

ity switches. We build Element consoles with

the most durable, reliable components In

the industry - then we add special touch,.

like custom -molded plastic bezels that protect

on/off switches from accidental activation and

impact. Because we know how rough jocks can

be on equipment. And nothing's more embarrass-

ing than a sudden case of broodcastus mterruptus.

Swap eset Element modules hr,

swap easily. In fact, the entire console

hot -swaps - unplug it and audio

keeps going; an external

Studio Engine does all

the mixing

How any
How many engineers does it

take to change these light bulbs? None.. they ,e LEDs

Talk to me Need some one-on-one time with

your talent? Talk to studio guests, remote talent. phone

callers - talk beck to anyone just by pushing a button.

The Busy Box for jocks Element comes

standard with a lot of cool production -room goodies you'd

pay extra for with other consoles, like per -fader EQ. aux

sends and returns and custom voice processing by Ornnia"*,

enabling you to quickly build and capture compression,

noise gating and de-essing combinations for each and

every Jock that load automatically when they recall their

personal Show Profiles. Context -sensitive Sof tknobs let

production gurus easily tweak these settings, while ennui.

taneously satisfying their tactile fixations. (Don't worry: for

on -air use, you can turn off access to all that EQ stuff.)

Whoare these guys Why buy a console

front Asia? Element was designed by Mike Dosch and his

team of ex-PRBE renegades (who know a bit about consoles.

And Axia is a division of Telos, the DSP experts.

/Screen play Use any display screen you choose. to suit your space and decor. Get a space -saving 12' LCD. or go for a

big 21' monster. Th's is Dave Ramsey's favorite Element feature, by the way. Anyone want to bet he bought his monitors on sale?)

Lovely Rita LED program meters? How 1990's.

SVGA display has lots of room for timers, meters, annun-

ciators and more - enough to show meters for all four

main buses at once. Reboot to 5.1

surround mode and the light show

is even cooler, with surround audio

and associated stereo mixes all

going at once.

Split decision 
No, you're not seeing double:

Element gives you the choice et single -frame or

split -frame configurations of up to 40 faders. Perfect for complicated talk or morning shows

where the producer wants his own mini -mixer, or to give talent space for copy,

newspapers and such. Solomon would be proud.

Memory enhancer We know how forgetful

jocks can be. "hat's why Element remembers their favorite

settings for them. Element's Show Profiles are like a 'snap

shot' that saves sources, voice processing settings, monitor

assignments and more for Instant recall. Profiles are easy to

make, too: ins, have talent set up the board the way they like

it, then capture their preferences with a single click for late,

use (Hey. make them do some work for a change.)

Missing features Did we forget something?

Program these custom button panels with any macro you

want. from recorder start/stop to one -touch activation of

complex routing and scene changes using PathfinderPC"'

software. You could probably even program one to ,tart the

coffee machine (olack, no sugar, thanks).

Mix -plus constructing a complicated mix -minus

on -the -fly brings a big grin to your face, you're excused.

But if you're like us you'll love the fact that Element does

mix -minus automagically. Forget using all your buses for

a four -person cell- or scrambling to set up last-minute

interviews. When you put remote codecs or phone calls on -

air, Element figtues out who should hear what and gives it

to 'em - as mary custom mix -minuses as you have faders.

Alvown 16-4Atitrin .4,11, frame fl.m.ru nu eyeANAA1 512 _15,11101 A 5,4 FAAn but atmlahly 4- v- 12 IA- 24. uul ,

:INC II 11 orp (tal Elorlent ParhlindcrIX cAltts S4Adv.1,, (Immo T11 U.S (AT all ..ther 111. pr,,,.

Stage hook This button activates the

emergency ejector seat. OK, not really. It's the

Record Mode key; when you press it. Element

is instantly ready to record off -air phone bits.

interviews with guest callers, or remote talent

drop -ins. One button press starts your record device.

configures an off -air mix -minus and sends a split feed

(host on one side, guest on the other) to the record bus.

Like nearly everything about Element, Record Mode is

completely eponym's's!' - its behavior can even be
customized for individual jocks. Sweeeet.

Great Phones With Element, jocks never have

to take their eves or hands off the board to use the phones.

Element work . with any phone system, but really clocks with

the Telos Series 2101, TWOx12, and new NX-12 that connects

four hybrids plus control with a single Ethernet cable.

Status Symbols" (cool little information icons) tell talent at

a glance whether a line is in use, busy, pre-screened, locked

on -air, etc. Even dial out with the built-in keypad.

AxisAudio com

Broadcasters
2480 SE 52nd St., Ocala, FL 34480  352-622-7700  www.bgsfl.comGeneral Store
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FCC continues active
enforcement of radio rules By Harry Martin

In a recent case, the FCC fined an AM station for operating from an unau-
thorized location even though the broadcaster hod filed an STA extension
application and paid all required fees.

The station had experienced technical problems and sought authority from the FCC
to move its facilities. The FCC issued a special temporary authorization (STA) for the
station to operate from the roof of the owner's residence. When the STA was due to
expire, the station filed an application to extend it, but there was a mix-up with the
fee payment. While the FCC cashed the check associated with the application, the
agency somehow misplaced the application, so it was never processed.

A few years later, an FCC agent inspected the
owner's home and proposed fining the station
$4,000 for operating from an unauthorized loca-
tion. The station owner produced a copy of the
application and the canceled check for the asso-
ciated filing fee. The FCC admitted it had taken
the station's money, but had no idea what it had
done with the application itself. Sustaining its fine,
the FCC blamed the station for making no effort to
notify the FCC that it did not receive the requested
extensic" The r-nral of 4-1,, onr,,. follow-up.

Dateline
On or before Dec. 3, radio stations in the following states

must file their 2007 biennial ownership reports with the
FCC: Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, Massachusetts,
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island.

Also by Dec. 3, Radio stations in the following states
must place their annual EEO reports in their public files
and place them on their websites: Alabama, Colorado,
Connecticut, Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota,
Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota.
Vermont and Rhode Island.

Also by Dec. 3, Radio stations in Georgia and
Alabama with 11 or more full-time employees must file
a Broadcast Mid -Term EEO Report with the FCC using
FCC Form 397 and attach their two most recent annual
EEO public file reports.

Temporary fence removal
A California MA station faces a fine for having

posts in the ground for its chain link fence, but
no fence. The station was inspected by local fire
authorities and was ordered, for fire prevention
purposes, to remove weeds at the base of its
towers. The station obeyed the local authorities
and removed the panels of the fence and began
applying herbicide to kill the weeds. Shortly there-
after, an FCC inspector showed up at the towers.

Noticing that there were posts but no fencing, the
inspector proposed a $7,000 fine.

The station appealed, arguing financial hard-
ship and that the $7,000 fine was unwarranted,
particularly because the fence had been removed
at the direction of local governmental officials.
Unfazed, the FCC asserted that even when the
fence was down for repairs, the station still had
an obligation to maintain some type of enclosure
around the towers. The Commission did, however,
reduce the fine to $5600 in recognition of the
special circumstances.

Lock those gates
A Mississippi AAA station was not as lucky in its

efforts to reduce its own $7,000 failure -to -fence
fine. Although the fine involved an unlocked gate,
the FCC still fined the station the full $7,000.
Agents from the FCC's New Orleans office ar-
rived at the AM tower array and discovered a
gate with a broken hasp that prevented the gate
from being locked. The station insisted that the
gate had been inspected only a few days earlier
and there had been no problem. The station also
pointed out that within two hours of the inspection,
the hasp had been repaired and the gate was
sectrely locked. These arguments did not work;
the FCC upheld the full $7,000 fine.

EAS violations
The FCC has continued to issue fines at the rate

of $6,400 per station for failure to have operating
EAS equipment. A Las Vegas station was fined for
not maintaining proper EAS logs despite various
excuses. The former owner of an Arizona AM
station faces an EAS-related fine despite the fact
that the station had been sold nine months before
the citation. The FCC inspection occurred prior to
the sale, but the notice of apparent liability was
not completed and issued until after. Given the
chronology, it is not entirely clear the FCC has
jurisdiction over the former licensee. In any event.
EAS is one of the FCC Enforcement Bureau's tried-

and-true revenue producers. All stations should
check regularly to ensure they have functioning
EAS equipment, conduct regular testing and
maintain EAS logs. f
Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.
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Q On -Air Consoles

The best value in the broadcasting
market today

2 Telephone Hybrids Built-in
Power Amplifier Built-in
2 Stereo Buses PGM - Audition
CUE Stereo Speakers
2 Stereo VU meters
Built-in Talk -back
Flexible design for Tabletop or Countersink

BC 500
Cost effective console with built-in digital
telephone hybrid

BC 2500
With 4 Stereo buses

ARENA
Ultimate digital audio console

For more information visit our website www.aeqbroadcast.com
.US DOMESTIC SALE

F hone: +1 954-531-7999 Toll Free: 1-8M-728-0536 (US or ly) Fax: +1 954-931-7733

e-mail: salm@aelb-oadcast.com we x.te: www.aeqbroadcast.com

International Saks
Phone: +34 91 586 13 OC Fax: +34 91 686 44 92

e-mail: mgsales@aeq.es website: www.aeq.eu



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Putting it all
o ether

Doing more with less?

This might help

maximize your effort.

By Chriss Scherer, editor
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It's no secret that eve -one 'eels pressed for time. Wcrdoads are increasing
while staffs continue t. be cut. We arc asked to do mere but we're not always
sure how to get it al lore e and keep track of the stws along the way. The

Radio magazine Anneal Salary Survey always includes write-in comments that
deal with the heavy war:. oad and lack of sufficient time the good news is that
there could be some a iSi ;-ance already civailcble.

The trend in smaller staffs with higher workloads is not likely to change any
time soon. While an extra person would likely help the wo-k oad, there
are some tricks and even some software that might help overall.
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The USB-to-AES
igital Audio Solution!

USB-AES MATCHBOX"
USB<>AES PROFESSIONA_

DIGITAL INTERFACE

offing
R

ON

www henrYerIg corn

OUPLT

The new USB-AES Matchbox connects AES/EBU digital audio to aiy DC.

Just plug -and -play, no software or drivers are needed.

Use sample rates of 48.0, 44.1. or 32.0 kHz.

Digital input and output on XLRs, plus audiophile -grade analog outputs for

critical monitoring.

 Output Confirm LEDs indicate play audio

MfE  Transformer balanced digital I/O

 Simultaneous Play and Record
YEARS

 SPDIF I/O also provided

 Monitor jack wilt Mute
-/VERSO.  USB powered - no wall wart!

For complete specs. please visit www.henryeng.com
In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers.

We Build Solutions

HENRY

ENGINEERING

626-355-3656
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Modern technology
One fortunate circumstance is that equipment reli-

ability continues to improve. Much of the routine and
time-consuming alignment and tweaking isn't a part of
regular maintenance like it once was. This is not to say
that equipment does not need attention; it just requires
a different kind of attention.

Much equipment can operate in a mostly automated
fashion. More devices now include some kind of IP
connectivity so devices can be accessed and checked
remotely. It seems that wireless devices like the Blackberry
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STRONGEST
For all your studio to transmitter and studio networking needs, look to the WorldNet Oslo
from APT.

A powerful and reliable solution designed
for multiple channel audio transport, the
WorldNet Oslo delivers up to 28 mono or
14 stereo channels over a single T1, E1 or
IP link.

Contact us to find out what WorldNet Oslo
can do for your air chain or request a
demo.

APT Boston Office
Toll -free: 800-955-APTX
Tel: 781 810 2260
Email %alf--,0aptx rom

qhly intuitive
er-friendly
,erface with

VU meters and
programmable
fault monitoring,
all via IP

 Modular Multiple Channel Audio Codec

 Designed for your STL and Studio -to -
Studio Links

 Audio over T1, El or IP

 Enhanced apt -X®, J.57 or Linear audio

 Up to 4 audio channels per audio card

 Up to 7 audio cards per chassis

 Analog and AES/EBU audio interfaces

 All cards hot-swappable

 Redundant Power Supplies

 In -band Management over T1 / El link

 Powerful Codec Management System for
control and supervision

 5.1 Phase -locking for seamless
surround sound

APT Florida Office
Tel: 772 340 0850
Email: saleseaptx.com

www.aptx.com

APT Europe
Tel: +44 28 9037 1110
Email: eurosalesOaptx.com

Radio Free Asio has developed DTP
to track equipment and software
inventory.

have become the modern remote control inter-
face. If the device has a Web browser, it can
probably access most of the equipment in a
facility. This remote access doesn't replace the
required on -site maintenance, but it helps.

Because we can't add more hours to the
day, we need to find ways to make the most
efficient use of the time we have. Keeping track
of supplies, resources, maintenance schedules,
personnel schedules and facility schedules are all
part of the facility's operation. Managing these
functions is a part of overall productivity.

So what's the best way to ensure everything
receives the appropriate attention at the right
time and place? By organizing schedules and
establishing methods to track time and resources,
more time can be spent on the tasks instead of
on trying to juggle all the pieces.

Where do you start? A basic method to track
maintenance records, process trouble reports
and schedule studio time can be accomplished
with common tools and programs that every
business has. If something more comprehen-
sive is needed, there are more sophisticated
programs and applications as well.

The most basic of any system is just pencil
and paper. I see many stations use various
forms to request studio time, note equipment
problems and submit requests for work orders.
One advantage to this method is that a tangible
item is created to begin the process. The disad-
vantage is that these papers will pile up, and
the only way to prioritize and organize them is
through manual intervention Reminders must be
made manually, and ongoing record -keeping
can be difficult.

The information from the paper forms can be
added to common office programs to better
track all the information. There are many office
software programs available, although the
Microsoft Office package appears to be the
most popular. Setting tasks and reminders in
a time scheduler such as Outlook are a great
way to keep track of everything. Outlook Tasks
can also store deadlines, ongoing project status
and other information.
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Outlook or a similar program can also be set up to
handle requests through a general e-mail box, such as
tech@companyname.com. Pair these with the tasks and
appointments to arrange schedules.

Excel is another program that seems to be handy for
storing much more than financial information. It is handy
for simple database functions, and the data can be ac-
cessed for merge documents and searched easily to find
specific information. If you need more powerful database
functions, Access or File Maker is the next step up.

With all this electronic data storage, why use paper at

even Tips to
Better Time
Management
While software tools can help track
details and set plans for recurring
tasks, the simplest way to maximize
productivity is to effectively use your
time. There are several established
time management techniques that
can be reference. A common one
is ABC analysis where tasks are
prioritized into groups of A, B and C,
for high, medium and low priority.
Even then, understanding your own
schedule can be applied to make
the most effective use of time. If you
have 15 minutes to spare. complete
a 15 -minute project. Further still,
divide a major project into smaller

A
elements so each step can be
accomplished in smaller increments.
After investigating several references
for time management. I found these
ideas that were common in all of
them, and they are a good baseline
for maximizing time.

1. Examine old habits and search for
ways to change or eliminate them.
2. Use down time effectively: Review
notes and task lists.
3. Keep something handy to jot
notes or ideas during the day.
Review these notes later or during
down time.
4. At the end of the day, make a list
of action items for the next day and
prioritize them.
5. Accomplish the most important
tasks early in the day.
6. Plan deadlines with a view of
other projects and recurring projects.
7. Think on paper when possible to
make it easier to review and revise

eas.

all anymore? You can also create a page on the station's
Intranet for people to submit trouble reports. This can send
an e-mail message to alert someone of ihe problem, and
it can add an entry to the database system to track the
project's status.

As I was investigating some soft,.vare, I was made aware
of Twiki.org as one way to track projects and manage
documentation. Twiki is a structured Wiki, which builds
on the Wiki idea and adds database functions.

These home-brew methods can work in many applica-
tions, but like any do-it-yourself system, you could spend

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

Outstanding design - Yellowtec's new product
line for positioning microphones and

monitors. mlka integrates simple and
degant appearance with heavy

duty performance. Combining
mic and monitor mounts

into one modular system,
mlka helps you restore

order to your desk-
top area.

cio

www.yellowtec.com

K YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com
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Resou7irc
Guide

Scheduall
800-334-5083
scheduall.com

Maximo
877-945-6325
www.mro.com

BMC
877-945-6325
www.bmc.com

Radio Free Asia
www.techweb.rlo org

Engineering Resources
573-886-2860
broadcastbuyersguide.com

Putting it all
;,_AVtogether

more time maintaining the system than working
on the projects the system is tracking.

Packaged assistance
The next step in productivity is to use a provider's

software to manage the
data and project status.
There are countless pack-
ages available because
this type of software is
used in nearly every
industry. Some of them
are completely customiz-
able to fit nearly any use,
while some manufactur-
ers focus on a specific
industry to tailor the system to have
the most common and relevant
functions.

These software systems can be
used to track, report and schedule
resources, maintain an inventory
of replacement parts, track and
schedule studio time, track and
manage personnel schedules, and
inventory a facility's assets (audio
files and equipment).

Demo Engineering Pnority List
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Engineering Resource adapts the help desk
concept to broadcast operations.

The main advantage to these packages is that they
are all -in -one. There is no need to write elements as
they are needed or modify other programs to achieve
the desired result. They also offer some kind of manu-
facture, support.

Scheduall is one program that has been available to
broadcasters for some time. Various modules can be
used fcr specific tasks, such as scheduling studio time,
arranging personnel shift schedules and managing a
media library. These packages provide a comprehensive
approach to nearly every aspect of a facility's operation.
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KINTRONIC
PHONE: 14423)-878-3141

FAX: 1-(423)-878-4224
4101111111111FAr Email: ktl@kintronic.com

LABS INC
-,11414,

www.kintronic.com
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They may also include task options already
covered by other software packages, such as
commercial inventory and sales reporting. In
these cases, use the modules that apply to
the facility.

Asset management is one task that can ben-
efit from a concise and manageable database.
Two available software packages are offered
by IBM (Maximo) and BMC (Remedy). These
go beyond basic equipment inventory lists to
provide tracking of updates, maintenance and
other routine equipment functions.

Radio Free Asia has been developing
software utilities for its own use, which it then
makes available to others through the open -
source initiative. The group's most recent effort
is called DTP, a database manipulation and
report generator designed to track equipment,
computers, software and the staff the equipment
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Scheduall has several modules to schedule equipment and
facilities in addition to other facility resources.

is assigned to in remote broadcast field offices
and the RFA headquarters. The program is a
Visual Basic front end to a Microsoft Access database.

Engineering Resources is a package that came from one
TV chief engineer's approach to managing resources. It
started as a roll -your -own approach, but it is now fully
developed. He took the help desk concept and adapted
it to fit his need at the station. Reports can be sent to
anyone designated. Time -tracking organizes and tunes
the regular tasks, and the Bulletin Board provides an easy

way for operators to share information between sh;fts.
The system will also log discrepancies. All this information
can be used to generate work requests.

The next time you're feeling pinched for time, try to
step back and evaluate the situation. Ycu can't add more
hours to the day (nor do you really want to). Determine
how you can wor< smarter, not harder. It may be that
you need to find a way to enhance your productivity by
using some availab e tools.

ONINIMUC BROADCAST FURNITURE

What people arc saying about Omnirax...

"Within a short amount of time Omnirax was atilt t.,
come up with a beautiful concept for our new studies.

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both sides of the console."

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. I expect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given packaging
for shipment. A few very large and potentially
fragile components made it cross-country
completely unscathed"

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax
to everyone."

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

91:47C

01238

By Chriss Scherer, editor

When a station plans to rebuild its studio facilities, the idea typi-
cally involves a complete overhaul. With a few exceptions, all
the equipment is updated. The sweeping upgrade also provides

a clean slate for the facility. A new wiring plan can be developed and
equipment can be housed in the most logical position rather than the only
available position. While this approach is usually the most desired, it's
not always the most practical.



Planned Transition
There could be reasons for only upgrading part of a

facility, and quite often those reasons are budgetary in
nature. This is a legitimate approach. While a total stu-
dio move has its own difficulties, an in -place upgrade is
trickier because the station has to be able to stay on thr

The air studios have identical layouts. This is WJJK's studio.

Each guest has his own mic and
headphone control turret.

air during the transition. The engineer can spend a great
deal of his time ensuring minimal interruption to the on -air
signal, not to mention the extra efforts needed to minimize
the interruption and inconvenience to the air staff.

This Facility Showcase brings us to the studios of the

Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing -related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

Ammo.
Measure

an

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136

Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com
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Audemat-Aztec
BroadcastingInnovation

www.goldeneagle-hd.com
Morn FL USA - Tel: 305 249 3110
ussalesa'audemat-aztec com

Planned Transition
Cumulus stations in Indianapolis. This facility upgrade was primarily centered on the on -
air consoles.

In the beginning
The studio facility was actually constructed in 1998. The facility was designed to house

the three stations Susquehanna owned. Today, those stations are WFMS-FM (country),
WjJK-FM Uack) and VVVVFT-FM (FM talk). When it was completed, the three air studios,
back-up air studio and production rooms included the most appropriate technology for
the function. The air studios were built around a newly designed digital on -air console.
The production studios had new digital production consoles. The backup air studio was
built around an analog audio console that is still going strong today.

All the consoles were stand-alone designs, which was the leading technology in 1998.
Unfortunately, the chosen digital consoles did not perform as well as they were expected
to perform. Intermittent failures and susceptibility to static discharges were the common
problems. The stations tried to remedy the problems, but they could not eliminate the dif-
ficulties and ended up working with and around the problems.

Eventually, enough is enough. After
eight years of heroics to keep the
digital consoles running, the decision
was made to replace the consoles.
By 2006, console technology had
advanced. Router -based designs had
proven to be reliable. The studios
themselves were still in overall good
working order, so completely starting
over didn't make sense either. The
Cumulus stations didn't need a new
audio infrastructure, just the consoles.
A compromise was made that would
allow the stations to be ready for future
upgrades without creating an undue
burden to the current operation. This
upgrade would begin the path for the

The secondary countertop is contoured to match the original counter.
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The console can be expanded with
another fader module if needed.

Equipment List
Audiometrics CD -10
Audion Labs Vox Pro
Beta Brae sign
Comrex Matrix, Vector
Cybex Autoboot Commander 4XP
Denon DN-951 FA, DN-0550CR
Elo touch monitors
Enco DAD
Ergotron monitor stands
ESE
E -V RE -20, RE -27 ND,
Eventide BD600
Harris World Feed Panel
Henry Matchbox II, Superelay
JBL 4408,
OSC MX700
Rode Broadcaster, NT2
SAS 32000, 64000
Sennheiser MKE4032
Sine Systems MBC-1.5
Sony MDS-E12, PCM R-500
Studio Technology Furniture
Symetrix 528E
Telos One, 1A2 Interface, Zephyr,
Zephyr stream
TFT 911
Wheatstone Bridge, Generation 6

stations to gradually move into a networked audio infrastructure.
All four control rooms have identical layouts, which simplified

the planning for the air studios. The changes to one could be
applied to the other two.

Two routers
The stations already used an SAS 64000 for audio routing.

Because the other studios would retain their existing stand-alone
consoles, the SAS router needed to remain in place. The Wheat-
stone Bridge is also a router, but instead of replacing the SAS, the
two routers were installed to work side -by -side. The Wheatstone

Omni or Cardioid,
You've Got It Covered.

Forget tapes, discs, cards and cables.
Just pick up a FlashMic and go.
Combining a broadcast -quality Flash recorder with a Sennheiser mic
capsule, HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for interviewing, journalism
and any type of voice recording.

One button press is all it takes to start recording in either linear
MPEG 2 formats. 1GB of built-in memory stores a massive 18

hours/999 tracks of recordings and it's easy and quick to transfer files
for editing or onward
transmission via FlashMic's built-in USB interface.

Power comes from standa-d AA
batteries, and the included FlashMic
Manager software makes t easy to
configure single or multiple FlashMics,
select record mode, control the gain
setting, high pass filter, and enable
your preferred configuraton of your
FlashMic. Available with cardioid or
omni capsules, FlashMic is all you
need for broadcast-qualizy recording.

So just pick up a FlashMic and go.

11
0110PleshMle ~an

Carl

FlashMic
THE WORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

www.flashmic.info

DoStr,Duted m the uSA ,-d Ldt,, L, t,t,onte :orp
1 Enterprise Drive. Old Lyme. CT 06371 USA  Tel 860-4549190  F. 8604341759  www hhbusa com
Latin America. Telephone.. 52-55-56390956  Fax 52-55-5639-94E2  Distributed ,n Canada by HHB Canada Tel 416-867-9000 Far 4168671080
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Planned Transition

The technics' operations center is adjacent to the studios.

Show hosts, producers and production
staff have desks in front of the studios.

Bridge router is used as the I/O for the Generation 6
surfaces, while the SAS 64000 is still used for primary
source switching. Each air studio also has a Bridge Satellite

cage o accommodate local sources in each studio.
Using the Bridge to multiplex the signals to and from the

technical operations center has also eliminated another
potential problem: insufficient cable pairs between the
studio and TOC. Now that signals are multiplexed, there
are plenty of signal pairs available.

The transition to the new console surfaces was simplified
because the three stations have a back-up air studio. This

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Quality...Function...Beauty..

Not just a pretty face...

Engineered for functionality,
flexibility, and long lasting beauty.

Custom built or buy off the shelf.

Can reassemble in different
configurations.

Easy access for wiring.

Several models to suit your budget.

Precision workmanship guaranteed.

Fully assembled "White Glove"
delivery service available.

Serving Broa icasters for over 23 years

www.graham-studios.com
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The studio building is
to 1-465.

In a highly visible location adjacent

stations wanting to upgrade without making a complete
change all at one time. The Cumulus Indianapol s facility
has plans to upgrade two more analog consoles in the
same way. These aren't part of a formal schedule yet. I

studio is often used for voice tracking and interviews, but
it served its purpose well during the upgrade as each
station was upgraded.

But there was another obstacle to overcome before the
new console surfaces could be installed. The original
air studio furniture was built by Studio Technology. The
opening in the countertop fit the previous consoles just
fine, but the new consoles were a problem because they
have guest turrets, which meant further modifications to
the countertop.

The solution was to build a new countertop, not replace
the existing countertop, which was structurally part of the
furniture. The top is also part of the wire mounting system
in the room. One idea was to add a square platform
to cover the old hole and provide support for the new
surface. But this would have an odd look and draw at-
tention to the modification.

The solution was to design a new top three inches
smaller than the original. The new top was placed over
the old one to create a stepped effect. This covered all
the previous holes and marks. The result looks designed
instead of being an obvious add-on. It solved the prob-
lem without a significant demolition and rebuilding of
the room.

This project eliminated an ongoing problem for the
three stations, but also set the stage for a future upgrade
path. This same approach can easily be applied to other

1HE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!

The new A516585 gives you the best combination of UP connectivity and DSP-based processing:

.Chia ONBOARD AUDIO ACCELERATOR. We
rev up your sound two ways: The powerful
integrated DSP gives you realtime pro-
cessing, without bogging down your PC.
And our powerful Built for Broadcast
technologies like MRX multi -rate mixing,
TSX time -shifting, and MP3 compression
speed up your workflow.

wail., Suemum SOUND BUILT IN. Enjoy
tommorrow's sound today. Record,

play and mix up to 8 channel streams.

LIVEWIRE AUDIO-OVER-IP.

Route 16 channels o' 24bit
digital audio over your Ethernet
network with unprecedented control
and flexibility.

p, PICK YOUR DRIVER. Wha:ever

tn.z: driver you need, we've got you
covered. Windows WAVE, WDM

or ASIO. XP and Vista. Even Linux ALSA!

To learn more, ask your automation
VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.

Owimm2grat www.audioscience.com

Coaxial
Dynamics

A CJI INDUSTRIES INC CO AIPArer

Specialists in RF 'est
Equipment & Components

Digital Broadcast 4111

Directional Wattmeters 1°'5

Ella Line Sections csw,2,--"-

RtePlug-In Elements-Aim -
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itREDP.:

Meters

Accessories

Low Pass Filters

Power Sensors

01/4 Custom OEM
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NAB/Las
Vegas

Booth #
63

Coaxial Dynamics (2 CDI Industries, Inc. Companj)
6800 Lake Abram Caw  Middleburg Hts. OH 44130

Phcne: 440.243-1100 Toll Free: 80D -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales®coaxial.com  www.coaxial.con-
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Tips, tricks, hints and more

Analog Tape
Part 2, Electronics

The next aspect of analog tape recording is an interesting one, for it can also
apply to audio transmission on long circuits (telephone lines), to FM radio

reception and to TV signals. The magnetic recording head is an inductive device
and its impedance varies directly with the frequency of the sound being recorded.
In addition, the magnetic field available to record on the tape is directly related
to the current flowing through the head. Because of this, the high frequencies are
not recorded as easily as the lower ones. This is corrected by adding resonant

circuits to the audio input stages in front of the
record head, and to the playback stages that follow
the playback head. In tape recording and telco

terms this is referred to
as equalization. In FM
radio it is pre -emphasis/

de -emphasis.

The record equaliza-
tion circuitry boosts
the weak parts of the
spectrum, so the tape
can "see" and record
them. To bring things
back to the proper
relationship, a similar
reduction in those fre-

Figure 1. The standardized tape quencies is introduced
recording and playback EQ curves. in the playback circuit:
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Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/Westwood

Do you have a tech tip'
Send it to us at

radioC:RadloklagOnline com

By John Landry, CSRE

Reproduce equalization. Often there are separate
EQ adjustments for the high frequencies (HF) and
the low frequencies (LF). Better quality recorders
have more stages and sophisticated EQ circuitry.
Lesser quality machines may only have one adjust-
ment, or none at all.

The tape's sensitivity to magnetic fields at dif-
fererr wavelengths is also not uniform. To com-
pensate for this, a super -audible signal (typically
about 100kHz) is imposed on recorded signal,
usually at a very high level. This signal is called
bias. Similar to bias in an amplifier, this signal is
mixed with the recorded audio, and it linearizes
the record function at high frequencies. Proper
adjustment of the level of this signal reduces
distortion and noise.

To assure consistently high quality recording,
only one specific brand and type of tape should
be used at a studio. Each machine should give
the same results once all of the adjustments are
set up for that house tape.

In o multi -track recorder, all of the adjustments
(HF and IF record, reproduce EQ and bias) must
be done separately for each track. This requires
a lot of set-up time, and is just one of the reasons
for the digital migration to systems such as Adobe
Audition and Pro Tools.

it's simple logic
Rmote starts from console are just the begin-
ing. A simple pulse is the most common

form of control - from lighting the on -air light to
firing the commercial break from the automation.
And over the years, so many different devices with
different hookups have been introduced, which
means every time a new piece of equipment comes
into the rack room, the fun begins again.

Most logic inputs have a voltage reference,
and usually the equipment supplies it. When
this voltage changes (by being connected to the
common terminal) the equipment does its thing.
Some devices, such as a popular ISDN codec,
requires the user to provide a reference voltage
to the inputs. An external power supply can be
used, or a pull-up resistor tied to the voltage pin on
the logic connector can supply the voltage. Figure
2 shows the connector with a 330 ohm pull-up
resistor pulling the high side of the four inputs up.
A switch between the low side of each input and
the common terminal will change the state and
send that change down the line.

Output circuitry
can also require
a voltage source.
Another popular
ISDN/Ethernet
codec requires
voltage to receive
the output (and
this includes the
outputs you can
use to tell when
it is in use).

It gets a little confusing when a logic pulse has
to be used to trigger two different pieces of equip-
ment at the same time. For example, a satellite
receiver's closures must be sent to the studio on a
Ti link as well as a back-up ISDN. If both devices
provide a voltage, the voltages must be isolated.
This can be done by inserting two diodes.

If more logic pulses need to be sent to many
devices, a better way is to use a pulse distribu-
tor, such as those offered by Henry Engineering,
Broadcast Tools and Radio Design Labs.

Figure 2. A pull-up resistor
can supply the needed
voltage for the logic pulse.
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NEW a full featured, professional console at an amazing price from A AKIS

optional built-in, 1JSB sound card,

logic, B software for Live Air B

Automation

the

ARC -10
Advanced
Radio
C-onsale

Featuring...

starting at...

If you thought that you

couldn't afford a new console,

then you can think again 1

Iwo stereo Program output buses with mono mixdowns

I Ten Input channels (optional 18 x 3 stereo remote selector)

I Two high performance mic channels (optional 48V pwr)

I One Phone hybrid input channel for Live or Off-line

Cue speaker with amp S Headphone amp for 8 ohms (or Hi -Z)

I Logic for source control or Talk studio / announce booth

ARC -IOU unbalanced $1,599 list

ARC -100 unbalanced w USB $1,999 list

ARC-10BP balanced w USB $2,495 list

ARC-16SW 16 in x 3 out switcher $995 list

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-4G1-0730
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Unlimi-Tech
File Catalyst 2.0

 
By Chris Wygal

Nof
so long ago, long -form programming arrived at radio stations on reel-

to-reel tapes, cassettes and more recently CDs. It also came down via
satellite, and could be aired live or taped for later use. But the Internet

has now made other avenues available.
Many programming and production folks spend a good deal of their day watching

computers download large audio files. While FTP technology and associated PC -or
MAC -based clients are seemingly quick, Unlimi-Tech has created File Catalyst 2.0
to streamline and speed up large file transfer over Wide Area Networks (WAN),
offering a more efficient platform than current TCP/FTP based protocols.

What is it?
File Catalyst 2.0 is a software -based application

made up of two basic parts: Client and Server.
File Catalyst Server is the central location for data
to be transferred to and from, and is supported on
Windows, Linux, Solaris and OS X. File Catalyst
Client is a suite of client -side applications adaptable

and scalable from a handful to millions of clients.
Imagine a radio programming provider or produc-
tion house with several hundred FM or AM outlets
scattered across North America. File Catalyst 2.0
Server would give each station access to .WAV or
.MP2 and .MP3 files for download.

File Catalyst Client only requires Windows 95
or higher, Pentium 2 or higher, a Web connection

Performance at a glance
Accelerates file transfers

Immune to latency
and packet loss

UDP data transport

Push or pull files
or directories

Adaptive transfer
rate control

with Java 1.4 and minimum 128MB RAM. A
Pentium 4 processor with 512MB RAM is recom-
mended for File Catalyst Server, but Pentium 3
with 256MB RAM is sufficient.

What does it (10?
Wide Area Networks suffer from latency due

to lost data packets during transfer and under -
utilization of available bandwidth. File Catalyst
employs the UDP protocol for the transport of
data using re -transmission and congestion control
mechanism. File Catalyst provides a secondary,
more firewall-friendly transfer method that enhances
the performance of TCP/IP by opening up multiple

streams of TCP data. Acknowledging very large
portions of data and re -transmitting only lost data
packets achieve acceleration.

File Catalyst also minimizes the data being
sent by compressing it, and transferring only the
portions modified since the last transfer. If your
software automatically updates available files or
directories from the server, File Catalyst will only
begin to download portions of data that have been
changed, instead of re -writing existing material to
your local drive (saving tons of time). File Catalyst
also reduces bandwidth usage, thus maximizing
throughput on the network.

The File Catalyst Client Suite
File Catalyst Client is made up a several tools for

client -side applications. It combines the acceleration

and optimization of the File Catalyst core technol-
ogy, with automation, monitoring and guaranteed
delivery features. Hot Folder allows dragging and
dropping or saving a file into a folder incorporated
directly into existing workflow processes. Hot Folder
also allow users to add File Catalyst to existing
store -and -forward systems, content distribution
systems and media workflow and asset manage-
ment solutions. Hot Folder includes support for File
Catalyst or regular FTP as a transport protocol. The
auto -detection feature allows the most optimum of
the two protocols to be used for the file transfer.
Hot Folder also supports incremental file transfers
so only changed directory files and folders are
transferred. Hot Folder can budget network traffic
and appropriately allocate available bandwidth,
plus it can automate tasks for nightly downloads,
thus avoiding heavy network usage in large file
translers during busy office hours.

File Catalyst Web is a part of the Client suite,
and allows users to send files to a recipient's e-mail
address without using the local e-mail server. Large
attachments are sent as downloadable links in an
e-mail, which eliminates the possibility of bounced
e -mails (the result of e-mail size restrictions). This
guarantees that files always get to the recipient.
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The File Catalyst applet can be embedded into existing Web -based

applications to provide access to File Catalyst technology from a
Web browser. No installation is required on the client end. The File
Catalyst applet provides all the required hooks to integrate with any
Web application, regardless of the server -side technology. The File
Catalyst applet can be pre -configured to automatically connect to
a specific server and perform certain tasks.

File Catalyst acceleration and bandwidth optimization is possible
through File Cata-

File Catalyst
P 877-327-9387

W www.filecatalyst.com

E info@filecatalyst.com

lyst Command Line.
Command Line is an
interface that allows
the user to drag and
drop the file into a
temporary folder,
and then transfer
it usirg third -party
client software. File

Catalyst Command Line works well with script -driven applications.
Similar to Command Line, the File Catalyst SDK allows users to fully
integrate the core File Catalyst technology and acceleration into
their existing applications using a Java API, and a SOAP/Web
Services API as avenues for integration.

How does File Catalyst Server work?
File Catalyst Server allows the administrator to manage client accounts

and access to files and other data. SSL and AES security measures are
in place, and the administrator can create his own security certificate
through the certificate wizard. Port settings, memory management, IP
address restrictions
and allowances,
among many other
features, are avail -
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The software provides
ample access to status
reports on the system.

able with File Catalyst Server. File Catalyst Server supports the ac-
celerated File CatalystP, in addition to third party FTP protocols.

Seeing as how every aspect of our technology hinges more
and more on Internet connectivity, large file transfer has become
a very popular and efficient means by which we move important
information and files from one place to another. As efficient as the
Internet seems (which of course is arguable to some), data loss
and wasted bandwidth are commonplace. With software -based
solutions such as File Catalyst, which are easily integrated into an
existing infrastructure, minimizing time spent on data retrieval is a
quick download and click away.

Wygal is the programmer, engineer and Web designer for WRVL. in Lynch-
burg, VA.
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Omega Engineering
PX3 1 9 and PX2 1 9 By Dennis L. Sloatman

/t is my belief that the traditional broadcast view of remote control and telemetry
of a broadcast transmitter site provides the engineer with an incomplete picture
of the state of the building environment and the systems within. I'm certain

you have on more than one occasion received a call from your remote control
unit due to an alarm condition and after interrogating the system and clearing the
alarm were left with some doubt as to what is going on at the site. Of course, the
only way to answer that little nagging voice is to get in the car and head for the
tower. But if we engineer our facility correctly, and funds are made available and
carefully spent, we can perhaps make that inspection trip at more suitable times

than dinner or the middle of a movie.

NASA model
When I set out to design a complete remote

control system, I try my best to apply what I call the
NASA model. When NASA launches a multimil-
lion -dollar spacecraft to Pluto, that spacecraft is not
returning. If a technical issue develops, NASA or
JPL cannot send a repair tech to swap a board,
reset a breaker or an over -voltage alarm. Further,
anything that can be measured within that space-
craft is included in the design so the engineers
here on the third rock can work the problem with

Performance at a glance
Various pressure ranges

1/4" NFT fittings

Measure absolute or
gauge pressure

Stainless steel body
and fitting

Wide range of
output voltages

Temperature
compensated

Accuracy to 0.25
percent of full scale

a more or less complete understanding of the
status of the equipment. In this manner, engineers
may perform workarounds and bypasses to keep
the spacecraft running and preserve the value of
the mission. I view our precious transmitter sites
in much the same way. Some of our sites are so
remote or so challenging to access that they might
as well be on a trajectory to Pluto.

I have seen time and time again that a given
transmitter site was wired with the barest minimum
of status, metering and control. Often I see little if
any status brought out, no means of monitoring
critical environmental parameters, no means of
monitoring line voltage, generator condition, or
transmission line pressure, nor whether or not
the nitrogen tank is full or nearly empty. Many
engineers connect a room or stack temperature

sensor, but nothing with regard to the state of the
HVAC units, smoke detectors or building intrusion.
A very good share of the devices on the market
provide dry closures or analog outputs that will
provide insight into their current operation. Being
technical geeks, we are able to devise our own
means of monitoring equipment status using readily

available parts from component vendors. The work
up front will pay long-term dividends.

A key element
One of the key elements of remote site manage-

ment is transmission line pressurization systems
monitoring. One of my personal favorite vendors is
Omega Engineering. This company is a peerless
engineering toy store with products for measur-
ing pressure, flow, temperature, humidity, levels,
stress and strain, PH, etc. This company caters
to industrial environments.

In the final analysis, our transmitter sites or remote

studios are much the same in the sense of the need
for access, reliable telemetry and control. I can
easily visualize the broadcast application of many
of their products, such as monitoring transmission
line pressure, remaining pressure in the nitrogen
tank, monitoring the temperature of key components
in an antenna combiner system (transmission line
sections, filters, couplers, etc.), three-phase voltage
and current monitoring, and precise industrial -grade
control of many of our critical systems.

One intriguing application includes employing
one of Omega's electrically controlled proportional
control valves to remotely adjust transmission line
pressure, and monitor the result with the devices
I'll look at further in this article. One point: in-

asmuch as the devices sold by Omega are of
industrial -grade, they are by design, manufactured
to operate reliably in areas of high EMI such as
that found in our transmitter facilities. You will see
by perusing the catalog that most of its devices
are cesigned to work with the industrial 20ma
standard, and being of a current loop design,
resiliency to EMI is inherent.
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Various connectors are
available on the transducers,
including a twist -lock, cable
connection and a mini -DIN.

FIELD REPORT

Pressure transducers
There have been a few pressure -transducer units manufactured

for broadcasters to monitor transmission line pressure. In my view,
these units were/ore of poor quality and may be easily damaged
in the installation process. They leaked in some cases out of the
box, which defeats the whole purpose. Omega makes a complete
line of high-grade precision pressure transducers to permit remote
telemetry of gases with various options. These options include

Omega Engineering
P 888-TC-Omego

LW www.omega.com
E literature@omega .com

transducers with milli -volt outputs, 0-5Vdc outputs, 0-10Vdc outputs
20ma current loop interface, and the choice of absolute pressure
or gauge pressure with various ranges of pressure. Other options
include the type of signal interface connector: mini DIN, pigtail
Or twist -lock.

I chose two models for use with our
remote control system: the PX219-

015G5V transducer for
0 to 15psi, gauge pres-
sure, 5Vdc output with

a I/4" NPT connector
for monitoring transmission
line pressure; and the PX319-
3KG5V transducer for 0 to
3,000 psi, 5Vdc output,
and gage pressure with
74" NPT fitting to monitor
our nitrogen tanks. With
the application of these
two devices, I now have

a complete p cture of the
condition of my pressuriza-
tion systems and can set
alarms with my remote
control for low line pres-
sure and low tank pressure
Ithe latter lets me know if

it's time to call the nitrogen guyl. Thus for, these tronsducers have
been performing flawlessly. In keeping with the NASA model, I

now feel I'm a step closer to having that complete picture of the
conditions at my sites.

Incidentally, I should mention Omega also sells a product that can
be used to monitor pressure and temperature with a built-in Web
interface and logging capability, the IPTX-D. I will be testing this
device soon. f
Sloatman is the chief engineer for the Cox stations in Orlando, FL.

Editor's rate: Field Reports are an exclusive Rader magazine feature for recto broadcasters
Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio station. production facility or consultng
company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manufacturer support is limited to
providing loan equipment and to eking the author if requested.

ft is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Digital audio cable
Belden
Brilliance AES/EBU: This
single -pair cable is ideal for

use in permanent installations of
balanced -line analog or digital
audio. In the presence of unbal-
anced signals, the addition of a
balun will enable the cable to
support many coax -based signal
types, such as analog audio,
S/PDIF digital audio and profes-
sional AES3-ID digital audio, as
well as surveillance cameras.

800-BELDENI
www.belden.com
info@belden.com

Liquid -cooled
transmitter
Ecreso
2x5kw: The 2x5kW dual -
drive, liquid -cooled wide band,
frequency agile, FM transmitters
have a single 42RU cabinet.
Each 5kW transmitter is cooled
by water plates built with military -
grade components. A Central
Unit (CU) that enables quick
and user-friendly access (color
graphical 1/4 VGA display,

bright keyboard and various menus) drives each
individual unit to the modules of the system.

305-249 3110
www.ecreso.com; infos@ecreso.com

Compact flash card
HHB

CFPRO: This high-speed Compact Flash
media is optimized for critical audio ap-
plications. Extensively tested with a range
of popular audio and video devices and
supplied with a five-year warranty, the new
80x rated 1, 2 and 8GB Compact Flash
cards feature fast ATA host -to -buffer transfer
rates supporting PIO 4 in true IDE mode,
and a highly sophisticated error correc-
tion code and wear -leveling algorithm to
provide superior levels of performance and
dependability

860-434-9190; www.hhbusa.com
sales@hhbusa.com

Headphone amplifier
DACS

Headlite 2: The
Headlite 2 features
a four -input, four -out-

put amp with input selection for each amplifier. This
upgraded version features new ICs that significantly
improve overall performance, particularly into low
impedance headphones. It also features conduc-
tive plastic pots, an upgraded selector switch and
a balanced input option

207-773-2424; www.independentaudio.com
info@independentaudio.com

Announcer's ( onsole
Studio Technologies

Model 233: The Model 233 is the sixth
addition to Studio Technologies' Model
200 -series of announcer's consoles. This
unit, incorporating several user -requested
=eatures, supports specialized applica-
tions including stadium announcement and
live -event production. Features include an
integrated side tone section, two line -level
audio talkback outputs, two line -level audio
nputs, sophisticated dual -channel intercom
interface, and a tally output

847-676-9177; www.studio-tech.com
stisales@studio-tech.com
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Locking IEC
power cord
Canford Audio
IEC-Lock: These leads U5c,

patented female connectors with
an internal locking mechanism
that locks an IEC power cord in
place to provide a simple way
of securing a power cable to

any electrical equipment fitted with a standard IEC connector. They
are ideal for for use with critical equipment and in arecs subject to
vibration such as remote vehicles, touring and fly -away equipment
where standard connectors may become dislodged in transit. The
internal locking mechanism grips the equipment ac ground pin
preventing accidental removal of the plug. An external sliding but -
tor uses the latch.

+44 1914 181 000; sales@canford.co.uk

Nearfield monitor
ATC

SCM 1 6A: The compact SCM16A ac-
Ilvelouwpeaker is designed for small to
medium-sized studios or in remote loca-
tions. ATC's Constrained Layer Damping
(CLD) uses two lightweight driver cones to
sandwich a constrained damping layer.
CLD is different than conventional damp-
ing because of the way it shears adjacent
cone sections when the cone flexes. The shearing causes unwanted
vibration energy to dissipate as frictional heat, instead of as acoustic
distortion. The design reduces harmonic distortion between 300Hz
and 3kHz, creates an extended resonance -free axial frequency
response and improves the off -axis frequency response. In addi-
tion to the 150mm CLD mid/bass driver, the SCM16A features a
neodymium 25mm soft dome tweeter. The SCM16A's upgraded
on -board amplifier pack provides 200 watts to the mid/bass driver
and 50 watts to the HF driver. Operating in Class A up to two-thirds
of output, this ultra -low distortion desian is capable o= continuous
sot r ,r es sur e levels up to 108dB

702-307-2700; www.lasvegasproaudio.com/otcstmo.html
sales@lasvegasproaudio.com

Digital delivery system
Wegener Communications
Ipump 6420: VVegener's (pump 6420 digital satellite receiver,
IP router and media server is specifically designed for regionalizing
affiliate radio broadcasts - combining the efficiencies of large net-
work operations with the customized listening experiences offered of
the local level. Its next generation architecture integrates file -based
program distribution with live programming, blending audio outputs
through the use of audio fades, mixes and pre -positioned station
liners. Customized playlists, network control commands and audio
programs transm;tted over satellite to targeted Ipump media servers
can be stored r -rnal hard -drives or output for live broadcast.

800-848-9467; www.wegener.com
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For Analog Dependability

Millenium Analog Consoles sti I offer thousands of
broadcasters great sounding audio perforrr ance.

With solid-state snitching, rugged LED -lit keypads
and total DC audio control, M llenium Analog
Consoles are known for 24-7 reliability. WI -en
Analog fits the bi I - the best value is Rad o
Systems Millenium Consoles.

Analog, Digital or Livewire - only Millenium
lets you choose.

redie
Analog and Digital Broadcast Consoles

Radio System;, Inc.  Son Heron Drive  Logan Townsh p, NJ 08085

Phone: 856-4f 7-8000  Fax: 856-467 3)44  www.radiw.ystems.com
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NUE11004

Steinberg
Nuendo 4: ieview mode, Fill commands, Punch Logs, Virgin Territories and the new
Touch Collect Assistant are only some of the new functions that unite the best functionality
found on traditional hardware mixing consoles with the flexibility inherent in Nuendo 4.
The new Mediabay file management system for audio, video and other media files can
replace many external FX database solutions. Mediabay browses, archives, retrieves
and searches media files across any connected drive. Utilizing intelligent database
technology, user -definable tags and other -eatures Mediabay allows instant pulling up
and filtering of search results, smart file management and much more.

818-998-4033; www.steinberg.net; info@steinberg.net

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles...
20 versions available!

IYNAMAX consoles have been
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

215-547-2570
www.sandiesusa.com

MX8L List $5,200)

MX12L List S6,300

SANDIES

at

vvvvvv.powergold.com

sales@powergold com 1 800 870.0033

Seamless* interface with most automation systems.

Eardessiy /Mport yvur current music data.

fe/4, customizable, flexible, and user fiend&

Dedicated 24 /your technka/ supp9rt.

owerg le
Intelligent Music Scheduling Software
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Analog modulation monitor
Day Sequerra

M2A: The M2 Jr, analc dulation monitor
that can be upgraded to a full HD Radio modula-
tion monitor. The unit includes adjustable channel
spacing, de -emphasis and operating voltage selec-
tion for worldwide operation. The M2A provides
full off -air and direct monitoring capabilities for
analog FM, including demodulated audio level,
carrier modulation level, pilot and SCA injection
level, incidental AM noise and RBDS decoding
and display. The unit includes programmable opto-
isolated alarms for audio peak, audio program,
carrier loss and RBDS data loss. Options include
an off -air AM measurement package with C-Quam
AM stereo and Ethernet remote control with Day
Sequerra's Remote Dashboard(tm), a proprietary
PC -based application that includes monitoring,
logging, alarms via e-mail and scanning of up
to 100 preset stations.

856-719-9900; www.daysequerra.com
info@daysequerra.com

THE NAB
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Analog -to -digital converter
Genelec
AD9200A: The AD9200A features eight -channel balanced
analog input delivered via a 25 -pin DB25 connector wired to
the Tascam/ProTools pin -out. Digital output consists of four XLR
connections, each carrying two channels of AES3 audio. The
AD9200A converter outputs AES3 format with 24 -bit word length
and 192kHz sample rate, providing the same consistent quality
found on Genelees 8200 Series DS- roducts.

508-652-0900; www.g?nelecusa.com
genelec.usa@genelec.com

Main monitor
Adam Professional Audio

S7A MK2: The S7A MK2 is an active, four-
way design that combines paper woofers and
Hexacone midwoofers with Adam's X-A.R.T.
folded ribbon midrange drivers and tweeters
it a full range system for larger control rooms.
The S7A MK2 is a unique combination of
Adam's proprietary transducer technology,
modern PWM amplifier design, a sophisticated control panel and
a d'Appolito speaker alignment that resujt in a no compromise
unit for the most demanding critical monitoring environments.

318-991-3800; www.adam-audio.com; usa@adam-audio.com

Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions

YNX'" Sidemount
' FM Antenna for 160C

Operations and Dual
Input for Analog

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. Cn
Visit Online at www.eriinc.com  Call Toll -free at 877 =RI -LINE

The Exstreamer 1000: Balanced audio inputs

and outputs, four digital inputs and outputs,

significantly better quality signal converter and

a pro AES/EBU interface, all delivered by the

Barix low cost, low power, PC -free philosophy.

All
grown
up
www.barix.com

BAR IX
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Double -shielded
single -pair analog cable
Gepco International
XB401FB: The XB401FB is a double -shielded

version of Gepco's original
XB401 single -pair audio cable.
Featuring a low -capacitance
and low -noise design, it is the
ideal single -pair cable for per-

manent installation in critical audio applications. The
XB401FB conductors are made from finely stranded
24AWG oxygen -free copper to allow for maximum
conductivity and corrosion resistance. For excep-
tional RF/EMI noise rejection, the XB401FB features
two shields - a 95 percent TC braid and a 100
percent foil shield - as well as precision, high -twist
conductor pairing. Each conductor is insulated with
a data -grade foam dielectric for low capacitance
and easy termination. The outer jacket is constructed
from Gepco's G -Flex compound which is extra -flexible

800-966-0069; www.gepco.com; gepco@gepco.com

Storage server
Globaistor
Extremestor-Capella:
Host data storage program

This 4GB Fibre Channel
is designed to support the

uncompressed audio
sessions for direct
attached and SAN
implementations.
Scaling anywhere
between 16TB and

80TB on a single system that requires minimal rack space
Extremestor-Capella offers on-line capacity expansion at SAS
and SATA II disk levels. Its enterprise dual disk architecture
simplifies management and growth for a full range of mid
to complex apr

818-701-7771; www.globalstor.com

Communications interface
Riedel Communications

MADI: The
new card
provides a
MADI inter-
face to integrate
the Artist intercom

platform with digital
audio router systems.
All Artist intercom con-
trol panels are connected to the matrix via
standard AES3 signals. So instead of lay-
ing additional cables, it is now possible to
connect intercom panels to the audio router
using the router's infrastructure for panel
distribution. The MADI card also furnishes
a convenient solution for connecting multi-
channel audio between the audio router
and tt

818-563-4100; www.riedel.net
info(driedel-intercom.de

FM bandpass filters
Jampro Antennas
RCBC: The Jampro RCBC-FM RF System series of combiner
bandpass filters utilize capacitive -loaded copper center conduc-
tors inside 4" aluminum cavities to ensure low passband loss.
The filters are designed to provide optimum performance for
low (1kW) to medium/high (up to 35kW) power transmitter
systems in a modular configuration. Filters with two, three, four
or five sections are designed, assembled, tested and shipped
from stock to meet the required rejection specifications. Wide
passband bandwidth is maintained for all designed to ensure no
signal degradation. EIA connectors are standard and unflanged
available upon request

916-383-1177; www.jampro.com; jampro(Ojampro.com

3-0R3C
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Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC bit framing. etc.) and checks for loss of audio on :he digital signal. User programmable.

NETITUSTECHOLOGIC AL
LABONRATORIES 800.806.8851 imovw.nrusuuss.com
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Condenser mic
Blue Microphones
Joe: The newest addition to
Blue's microphone line, Joe is

a cardioid, large -diaphragm
condenser mic. Joe is designed

to capture a wide variety of sound
sources, such as vocals, acoustic

instruments, drums and more. The
microphone cable plugs into the mic clip,
leaving the capsule housing floating in
balance to accommodate a wider range
of positioning options

818-879-5200; www.bluemiccom

NEW PRODUCTS FROM MDIO &
THE NAB
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"INv in receiver
Sennheiser Electronic
EM 3732: The EM 3732 offers automatic scanning functionality, choice of
five frequency ranges, transmitter synchronization via infrared interface, flex-
ibleanalogueand digital
connection options and
exemplary audio qual-
ity. The receiver features

six user -selectable fixed
frequency banks aid one
user bank with up to 60 channels that can be programmed in increments of
5kHz. The EM 3732 automatically searches for free frequencies within a
frequency bank. An integrated antenna splitter allows up to eight EM 3732
twin receivers to be daisv-chained.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com; lit@sennheiserusa.com

!Within -Ile noise reduction
Izotope
ANR-B: The ANR-B uses noise reduction technology to identify and sup-

press environmental broadband noise, hum, phone line artifacts and more, increasing the quality of audio broadcasts involving radio
call -in programs and on -location broadcasting. The ANR-B adapts to changing noise over time, allowing for automatic operation.
The two channel ANR-B features broadcast connections including analog and digital I/0, LAN for advanced parameter control, and
MIDI for remote automation.

www.izotope.com; izotopeizotope.com

Micro Communications, Inc.
Full Line of FM Products

Coaxial Components:
Coax Switches
Filters
Power Combiners
Channel Combiners
Transmission Line
and Components

FM Antennas:

Horizontal Polarization
Vertical Polarization
Circular Polarization

Top Mount
Side Mount
Leg Mount

Custom Patterns

Micro Communications, Inc.
15 Caron St.  Merrimack, NH 03054

Phone: 800-545-0608 EXT 5266  Fax: 603-624-4822
E-mail: FMradiosales©mcibroadcast.con

Web Site: www.mcibroadcast.com
FMradiosales©.mcibroadcast.com

FYour continued safety is one of the

S
Wet). Through Educatimi

30-564
www.rsieiwom

RSI can provide complete
safety solutions for you and
ourmcompany to help ensure

mote holidays to co
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Stereo reverb/effects processor
Lexicon

PCM96: Featuring a wide array of algorithms with
related delays and effects, the 1 RU PCM96 integrates
as a control -only DAW insert or Firewire streaming

hordware plug-in. The PCM96 offers a selection of Lexicon reverbs and effects plus new Room and
Hall algorithms and an assortment of new mono reverbs and effects. Selectable, reversible reflection
patterns, multimode filters, and infinity switches provide additional new capabilities. It includes two
channels XLR analog and two channels XLR AES3 digital I/O, as well as MIDI, Wordclock, Ethernet

and Fire..

Product Showcase

Sine Systems

Model RFC -1/B Remote Facilites Controller
control transmiter from any telephone

 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
 programmable control by date and time
 optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms

integrated rack panel

615.228.3500
morn in fimnann wwwsinesystems.com

781-280-0300; www.Iexiconpro.com
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Audio cables
Wireworks

AESX Series: These interconnect cable
assemblies are manufactured with Neu-
trik XX Series XLR connectors. The series
includes single- and eight -pair 110ohm
AES3 digital cable assemblies. The single -
pair cords provide two digital signal paths
and are available in 10 to 100ft lengths,
while the eight -pair multicables allow for
16 digital signal paths configured with
XLR fanouts on each end. Two applica-
tion -specific models are available: studio
select featuring 26 gauge conductors for
added flexibility in 10 to 50ft lengths
and road -tough assemblies featuring
extra low loss 24 gauge conductors and
super durable cable jacket in lengths from

'T to 250ft.
800-642-9473; www.wireworks.com

itdo@wireworks.com

streaming audio program
OK Radio Group
Stream on Fiber: ng the Ogg Vorbis
encoder, Stream on Fiber saves a station
time and money while generating more
revenue and listenership through Web
streaming. Stream on Fiber is simple to use:
Attach audio into the encoding appliance,
It features an independent audio player,
no maintenance is required and there are
no encoder 'nsing costs.

780-423-2005
www.streamonfiber.com

services@,streamonfiber.com
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Fiber optic connector
system
Neutrik
1P65 Rated
Opticalcon: This
so ruggedized
and protected fiber

optic connector sys-
tem has been upgraded

for dust tight and water jet
protection. To achieve
water-resistant IP65 co
nection, additional sea

and gaskets hove been employed on th,
chassis connector and cable ends. This
new system is based on a standard opti-
cal LC -Duplex connection; however, the
Opticalcon improves this original design
to ensure a safe and rugged connection.
It enables up to four copper wires to run
power or data signals through. A special
SMPTE-version has been optimized for
broadcast applications, which provides
an additional ground -shell contact.

732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com
info@neutrikusa.com

Find the mic
winner

September issue
Congratulations to

Ruben Garcia
of Metro Traffic, San Antonio.

His name was drawn from the correct
entries for the September issue.
He won the Heil Sound PR -40

from Transaudio Group.

The mic was part of the support arm on
the computer monitor.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary. For complete
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First'
Materials to Control Sc ui id and Eliminate Noise"

From practice spaces to professional recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, lberglass panels. dffusers, bass
and corne- traps. vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter

11=110

WINIMMI .111

Armstrong Transmitter X-1C0OB Made in USA

1KVII HD Padio ready AM Transmitter for under 5134<
BLitt with dual hot-swE doable 6C0
Watt SF mDdules capable of :50%
mo:ulation, x -:000B can brirg
tha: majo- market sound to your
rad o statiDn. Engineered with the
latEst tecinolo;ica innovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built -ii redundancy and it s HD
Rac o' ready.

Best of al , our customers tell us
tha: :he money they save running
the X-1008OB Days =or itself with

A ARIVISTRC NO
IL&

Tel 315-673-1269 / s3les@armstroirgtx.com / www.arnstrongtx.corn

savings in elect- c 'y and
maintenance costs Dv-ar an older
trans /litter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional rehabl ty and that
majo- market sourd or free.
But, don't take ou - word for it.
Talk to our custom? -s already on -
the -air with the X-ICCOB. Call or
email for a users ist and decide
for yourself why cwning this
trans-nitter is a no-D-ziner.
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

..1- I 0.

19

41:Oft NI 1.111

411 .4.1.
W arm.. ,.

NM.  .1. as. MI.
Irma*

.4 144

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fi-e' audio files

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
with hardware and music

AudioScience - built for
broadcast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. llth Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@ bsiusa.com

1-888-274-2721
www.bsiusa.com

WaveCart - the original
on -screen cart machine

MusicStore - over 55,000
ready to play (tagged) songs

Remote Control

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control
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The high cost of
HD Radio receivers

It is amazing
that in the ar-

ticle on why
HD Radio adop-
tion lags (Digital
Radio Update
newsletter, Aug.
221 you ignore
completely what
is probably the
most important
reason, namely
the outrageously
high cost of HD
Radio receivers.
One can buy a
cheap portable
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AM/FM radio for $10. One can buy a pretty
darned good tabletop AM/FM radio for $50. One
can buy a very good Sony tabletop AM/FM radio
and CD player combination for $100. Until very
recently plain old HD Radio receivers have been
typically $300 and up. Some of them are starting to
be discounted down to $200 or so, but that is still
a lot of money for something that is only a radio.
For the same price one can get a combination
AM/FM radio and stacking CD/DVD player, with
5.1 audio, including detachable speakers.

I have wanted an HD Radio receiver for some
time, but only recently bought one when I found
a Radiosophy unit I could get for $75 including
shipping. (It was priced at $100 plus $15 ship-
ping, with a $40 rebate from Ibiquity.) However,
in every category except sound quality, the

Radiosophy sucks compared to a $50 AM/FM
tabletop radio. It is a clock radio, but the display
is so small and dim that you can't read the clock
from farther than about three feet away. The user
controls are very difficult to understand. The user
guide is worthless. Even after one figures out the
user controls, they are extremely awkward. The
external appearance is hokey. I'm glad I have it,
because I live halfway between New York City
and Philadelphia, and it picks up stations from
both cities with crystal clear quality, but I can't
say it was a great bargain.

When the price of HD Radio receivers comes

Radom
113.0 SEM

dn.

...Ms Morrow-

. .1001.Ma. 

down to where one does
not have to pay a huge pre-
mium for them, the market
will almost certainly take
off. Of course, this may not
happen for 17 years, when
Ibiquity's patent expires.

Comer Thomas
Piscataway, NJ 08854

Thanks for the
microphone

Just a quick note here to
say "Thank You!" to Radio magazine and Trans -
audio for the Heil PR -20 microphone. It will be
put to good use, as I routinely record live jazz
concerts here in Nashville for broadcast on our
local jazz station. It will be good to have cnother
option for live vocals. I can't wait to try it.

Tom Knox
Nashville Public Radio

Find the hidden mic icon on each month's issue
of Radio magazine and you could win a Heil mic,
too. See page 6 for more information.

The write stuff
Bravo to Kapur and Ringer for their words in the

September issue Field Report on Netia Radio -As-
sist! It pleased me to no end to see the comment,
"In late 2006, after extensive user interviews, we
icentified 108 requirements ..."

That is exactly how technology decisions should
be made - by beginning with the end user and
finding solutions that address their needs. Too often

hardware or software is picked by a tech person,
and users wind up spending the next six months
trying figure out how to squeeze their work into
a system that doesn't eally fit.

Barry Rueger
Hamilton, ON

odaleldglalladIU tiOle-08e207
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Vampires and the RIAA
Ever notice how vampires operate? They suck

your blood all the while making you think they are
doing you the favor. It really does appear that the
RIAA and its net representative, Sound Exchange,
operate under the same principle.

The RIM has the Copyright Royalty Board under
its thumb and appears to dictate Web policy to
that board, the RIM tells webcasters what they
will pay or else they go to jail or get sued. This
seems to be coercion to me. So, in effect, the
RIAA sets royalty payments unilaterally, sucks the

BALSYS

funds from the webcasters and makes them think
that the RIM did them the favor.

If the RIM had its way, there'd be no webcast-
ing at all. Each note of music would have to be
bought from one of the RIAA's constituent members.

No more free music of any kind, no more fair use
would exist, nothing without payment. Pay through
the nose, then give up your nose.

One thing that webcasters forget as victims of
this policy is that they could put a stop to it fast.
Just stop webcasting music. When the public starts
complaining to Congress to do something about
it, perhaps the RIM can be controlled by reason
and not avarice. Victimizers often forget that if they
destroy the victim, their victimization ceases and
they have no source left from which to suck.

Unfortunately, the so-called musical performance
artists contribute to this victimization by profiting
from the RIAA's activities, whether vicariously or
otherwise. You can't take your profits with a clear
conscience when the agency collecting for you is
known to be set on destroying the source of those
profits. Musicians can create music without an
audience, but do they really want that?

Brian Lee Corber
Panorama City, CA

All I Want For Christmas Is A

Balsys Studio!

The Balsys Companies provide
a full range of services:

 Studio Conceptual Layout featuring
optimum workflow and flexibility

 Custom Furniture design and
fabrication

 Equipment Specification
& Procurement

 Project Coordination
 System Prewiring, Test,

& Documentation
 On -Site Installation & Training

The Balsys Companies
930 Carter Road #228 - 234
Winter Carden, FL 34787

Tel: 407-656-3719  Fax: 407-656-5474

www.Balsys.com  Sales@Balsys.com
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Independent Talkback
A Headphone System with Selectable Talkback f or Each User

lawsitisigrigs mmen

ma" -1
+

FlexPhones Master
The FlexPhones Master a a professional BroadcastiStudio six channel distributed

headphone system with independent talkback capabilities Each of the sx channels
provides stereo program monitoring and selective talkback with intercor nection via
CAT5 cable to multiple Active Headphone Remotes (AHR-1) and'or Montor Selector

Interface iMSI) Multiple masters may be cascaded to form larger systems.
The FlexPhones Master is equipped with inputs for stereo program and talkback

audio. Rear panel program and talkback trimmers are provided to pre-set maximum
input levels. The microphone/line level talkback input is available via E mar panel
plug-in eurobock connector, while the front panel XLR connector facilitates the use
of a user -provided gooseneck microphone or headset. The front panel s equipped
with a level control for local headphones with both 1i4" and 1/8" stereo headphone
jacks. The six front panel talkback switches allow the user to ind-vpendently
communicate with each AHR-1 listener and can be configured to insert talkback
audio into only the left or both ears and dim either or both program channels. Any
combination of switches may be pressed. while the "All -Call' interrupts all listeners.
The Talkback function can be remotely controlled Six RJ45 jacks are provided to
distnbute audio and power via CAT5 cable to the AHR-1's, which corform to the
Studio Hub format. Low -Z balanced audio distribution is used to preclude
audio degradation with long cable runs.

Talk Back/Line or Mic

Stereo Program

JI

Talk
Back/
Mic

4111=1111M
4101 (7111

 .0

WM114% '""N -fakir -

AHR-1 Active Headphone Remote
The Actrk Headphone Remote (AHR- ) contains a stereo amplifier designed

to work with any combination et high-effciency headphones with impedances
between 24 and 600 ohms The AHR-1 is equipped with 1/8" and 1/4" headphone
jacks, level control. user -configured utiity momentary pushbutton and LED
indicator Two rear panel RJ45 jacks are provided for connection via CAT5 cable
to the FlexPiones Master. The AHR-1 m/iy be desktop mounted, under counter
or with the cptional HR-1/MP or HR -1 /MF-XLR mounting plates, which may be
turret or counter -top mounted.

Mantractured with
Pride in the USA

BROADCAST*tools
support@brpadcas tools.com

www.broa icasttoals.com

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
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R A M

Ram Broadcast Systems
builds studios for most of North

America's major networks, group
stations, and news organizations. Ram

offers comprehensive studio design, fabrication,
systems integration, and custom furniture. Put Ram's

35 years of experience to work for you!

RAM Broadcast Systems

WWW.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 7611744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E-mail:

rfp@rfparts.com
tva,.. /96;

t*COMPANY
-gawp-

RF PARTS'

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley Rico in Hawaii Using Terrain -3D

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3TM

4Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderT"
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2r"

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DT"

oft The leader in broadcast
engineering consulting

software

www y -soft com 800 743-3684

110 tt ltd
I :is 505-325-1142

I

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

4..A. Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottltd.corn
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,Transcom
Lorporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufactur3rs

1 KW

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
r,11 ),JuA (new)

EXCITERS
 New' 20 and 30 W s, nmesizeill excit,

1 KW 2007 Crown FM1000E (new) Used 2004 Harris Digit 2nd Generatior

2 KW 1999 Crown FM2000A
7 KW 2002 Harris Z16 IBOC
7+ KW 2005 Harris Z16 HDS IBOC

10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95
20 KW
20 KW

1985

1989
Harris FM2OK

0E1 FMO 20.00006 PEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:25 KW 1990 Continental 816R -3B

25 KW 1980 Harris FM25K VHF and UHF TV Antennas 110v. to

25 KW 1995 Harris HT25
10kW)

35 KW 1987 Harris FM35K
TV STL

50 KW 1982 Harris Combiner
w/auto exciter- transmitter
switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
USED TV TRANSMITTERS

1 KW UHF A,
1986 Harris SX2 5A -single phase2.5 KW

5 KW 1974 Continental 315F
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B USED MSC. EQUIPAIBIT
5 KW 1988 Harris SX5A-single phase Altronics 20KW Air Cooled LoaC
10 KW 1985 Continental 316F Denon 72011 cassette. NEW
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2 Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA s pries

Please visit our web site, wvnvimamtv.com, for current
listings or CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200. Huntingdon Valley. PA 19)06
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax. 215-938-7361

1

Emergency Warning
& Community Messaging

using your FM station
with free RDS equipment.

Available today!

Call us
for more information

*-11 el 4'

Via RadA0
Radio Data Systems

ABC Chemical

ViaRadio Corporation
(321) 242-(HX)I
www.viaradio.com
infotpyiaradio.corn

Specializing in RDS/RBDS solutions

The Ultimate 1130C Receiver/Translator

Designed to accommodate "fu I envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO, is fuliy self-contained and does not require an IBOC exciter.
In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all existing FM
modulation forms.

Along with the savings in not requiring a proprietary exciter, the
TRO-1 offers considerable versatility. Installation is simplified,
requiring only connection to the receiving antenna and a
linearized PA. Operational settings are via the front panel control
center or by RS232 serial data I/O.

At the heart of the TRO design and what makes it work is
patented NTP-based technology, which enables the TRO's
unique method of translation. In effect, this NTP-based process
removes noise from consideration by establishing a noise floor
that is well below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

fallfali`e
PO Box 38.5 Lancaster IV 14086

Webslte " www.fanfare.com"

1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

Email "proinfo@fanfare corn"

MOORETRONIX
+I A 111111,TRIAI rill 14

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacemert for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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REmote groadcast Solutions!!!
AA ic:

s"-"-*

6 0)

MicTel - 11211c/linc to Telephone Interface

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone cr
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

D. High quality, use,-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

Di External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Individual gain controls for send. receive and headphones levels.

(illrEIZZIMMESOD:001=j
2805 Crff/(31 am%Chi Florida r--tr:146-1C47411

(wcuetWorkss lsllap
T

Audio
:410 RIO

TelTap - Pocket -Sized
Manua! Telephone Coupler

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send or receive telephone audio.

Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

GE', info on these E other
grEat remotF products at
witvv..cir cuitwerkes.coni

Automatic Alert Notification System
for EAS receivers & Amber alerts

AlertReadyT"
Automatically capture, archive, & email

incoming EAS messages from one or more
EAS Receivers at your facility

Simple &
quick setup
wizard -
installs in
minutes

Only 5395

Capture EAS
messages onto
any Windows PC

Automatically email
all EAS messages to
one or more recipients

For more info: http://www.wireready.com/alert

Don't be burned the next time your printer jams
or runs out of paper - AlertReady costs

a lot less than an FCC fine

(800) 833 4459
sales@wireready.com

),c: Rabuiltler of Quality Tubas Since 1940

www.freelandproducts.com
75412 Highway 25. Covington. LA 70435

800-624-1626 ' 985-893-1243 ' Fax 985-892-7323

E-mail Freeland-inc.com©freeland-inc.com
Are you looking for ways to cut your engineering
budget, while maintaining the highest quality
for your station?
We offer a great warranty, quick service and technical
support for our customers 24/7. We can bank your

I) rebuilt tube too, until you need it, just ask.

USE THE COUPON BELOW AND

SAVE 10% ON YOUR NEXT ORDER!

Freeland Products. Inc.

We have a LARGE stock of commonly
used tubes ready to ship. If you're in
a hurry we can ship from stock.
Call 800-624-7626 for more information!

Take 10% off the cost of your ilTor,
pu - next Rebuilt Transmitter Tube.

-coupon copies are not VALID -
This original coupon MUST accompany

Radio the used tube when sending for rebuild.Magazine
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FCC Certified

FM Stereo Transmitters

GET OM-THE-RIR, STAY ON-THE-RIRI

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
e/ Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STATION -III -A -BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station-ln-A-Box" from Ramsey!

RAMSEY ELECTRON13. LLC
S90 f Isla, Station Mink May NY 14364
ROil 441, INS  5841424-4SIM

ramsey www.ramseybroadcast.com

The Perfect Trio for
Studio Control

1- The ado 'Wive' Ataillwy Relay Peck
8 form C contacts for switching

.
. functions ranging from low

- ' level audio up to 1 amps

of AC or DC. Momentary,

continuous and DC input control.

Steady state and flashing Solid State

Relay driver voltages and more.

2- The Siudo Solid State Relay Peat
A switching interface that can switch up

to 5 amps of 120 VAC for powering \,
"ON AIR" or "RECORDING" signs.

or any other incandescent light alerting 1111

indicators. May be driven directly from

the DIE Studio 'SLAVE" or "MIC PRO".

SON-OFF ConThe

Ilk Pm' & Ilk Pro 2' Microphone
tro llers

The Mic Pro is a lighted switching interface for the

SLAVE, the Solid State Relay Pack. and other

competitive products, while the Mic Pro 2 is a

stand alone microphone ON -OFF controller. Both

are designed for microphone control of low cost mixing boards.

For details on these and other innovative products
for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at.

twm.dmengineering.com

DM,
meeting i

2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

Directional Astenna
Systems

Diplexer/Triplexer
System;

High -Power
Antenna -uning Units

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better!

LBA is voJr truest-ed supplier for IBOC-
ready AA antenra systems. For over 40
yeers tie have been designing and
manufacturing rd:ao e Directional Antenna
Systems, ATU's, M_I'tiplexers, Combiners,
CeMular,PCS Co ocation Isolators, and RF
Componc-rts for a t power levels.

Choose an _BA system and join thousands
of satisled bra,-dcasters in the US and
worldwide'

LBA can also dejgr, manage, install and
finance ycL.r comple:e RF project. Please
cal' us fora- free :ect-nical consultation!

RF Components Factory Dealer For:

COMET
h%IN,C,4

LBA Technology, Inc.
340C Tupper Drive. Gree-v lie, NC 27834

800 -E22 -44E4 / 252-757-)279 FAX 252-752-9155
Contact ..erry Erowrt jb-own..3AGroup com

wimw.LBAGroup.xim
SINCE 1963

Coming in the December issue of
Trerdi in Technology

HD WIG Test Equipment
Faciity Showcase

Motor Pacing Network
+ Mar aging Technology
Projec' Management

Field Reports
VIM and Mackie 1642-VLZ3

Nev' Products
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

AcousticsFirst"
TNculizeere 8 8 8 -7 6 5 2 9 0 0

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Structural Analysis

C-111
Electrur,ftts Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

CAREER

Where can I find...

SBE

a new job?

an engineer?

RESUMERank
JobsONLINE

nww.sbe.org  (317) 846-9ot lo

Get your own copy!
Each month. the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Raiff
To start your own FREE

subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMa r Online.com?tc=n

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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Sloatman
Chief Engineer
Cox Radio
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Sloatman is a
broadcast veteran
with 37 years of
service including
positions as

,orate technical director for Metroplex,
market director of engineering for AM/FM,
and field service with Harris, Sloatman
Associates Broadcast and IT Consulting.
He is a graduate of the University of Central
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pilot license with instrument rating.
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SIGN OFF www.RadioMagOnline.com

by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Do you remember?
In the March 1965 issue of Broadcast Engineering,

RCA advertised a new look for its transmitters. Pictured
here is the 20kW, RCA BTF 20E, but the 5 and 10kW
versions had the same cabinet. The transmitters' new look

came with new exciters and new circuits for "operating
simplicity and full fidelity sound." The newly designed
transmitters included eye -level monitoring, "space age"
colors, a built-in remote control, solid-state power sup-
ply, fewer components and better accessibility. Field
modification of 5 or 10kW to a higher power required
only a change in basic power -determining parts.

Do you still have one of these old transmit-
ters in use? Take a photo and tell us about it at
radio@RadioMagOnline.com.

Sample and Hold
The Influence of Radio

Of heavy users of various forms of media, radio listeners
are more likely to purchase an automobile.

Adults planning to purchase a
vehicle in the next 12 months

Heavy users defined: radio - listen three or more hours per day;
outdoor - 200 or more miles per week; Internet - one hour per day;

TV - five hours per day; newspaper - one hour per day

That was then
7 Mirti 0 'Till

Source. Mecha Aucht

During the atomic-teui,ii
1950s and 1960s, many
bui dings were equipped with ire
bunkers. WBT-AM in Charlotte,
NC, is cne of those buildings.
The abcveground transmitter facility dates bacK to
the 1933s, but WBT's bomb shelter is frozen in the
1960s. It was built in 1963 and is still capable of
transmission, with equipment including a Gates :ive-
chcnnel zonsole, which replaced the original RCA, a
tube -type Marti receiver, Magnacord tape machines
and RCA 18" transcription turntables.

The station is also stocked with survival crackers,
proudly stamped April 1963, and a 7 -gallon water
barrel, both unopened. There are also giant air fillers,
a wool blanket, a sanitation kit and a quart of old
iodine. The studio was tested on -air in the Six.ies,
but was never actually used. Today it stands as an
untouched symbol of the past, and the fear the entire
nation once felt.

More photos of the WBT facility can be found online
at RadioMagOnline.com.
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This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
I JJfir

rj up J--:0;; liL r_rj\D]c).?

The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built around a multi -band compressor
wi:h complementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack of dedicated

units. VORSIS pre -conditions your
signal (HF'F, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expar der), then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC/compression and 4 -band para-

metric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through a final stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ethernet
connection that lets

you control one or
many AP -3 units.

TAILOR THAT SOUND Vild=sAf.t---":"' TM

tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / www.vorsis., Copynght 0 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation



BUT THE MISSION REMAINS THE SAME
Today's audio control surface has evolved to a very high degree. Yesterday's wish list

is today's feature set: total router integration, routable audio and logic, total show recall,
and a complete set of DSP audio processing are under the hood of this G7...

All in a package of stainless steel and aluminum designed for years of 24/7 service,
with a familiar look and feel that will help your talent make years of great radio.

Networked audio requires a higher level of expertise, experience and resources.
Benefit from all three with WHEATSTONE!

WE MAKE THE GOOD STUFF YWiregctt
COpyrig11( , 01) 1J111,,I.Jtig Jt1 tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.com / sales@wheatstone.com


